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Three Names of Me
Describes the voyage of the Mayflower and the difficulties encountered by the
Pilgrims during their first year in the New World, and recounts how they celebrated
their first harvest.

Sam Walton
In this festive Caldecott Honor–winning picture book, Alice Dalgiesh brings to life the
origin of the Thanksgiving holiday for readers of all ages. Giles, Constance and
Damaris Hopkins are all passengers aboard the crowded Mayflower, journeying to
the New World to start a new life. Things get a little more cramped when their baby
brother Oceanus is born during the passage. However, when they arrive, there are
even worse challenges to face as the Pilgrims are subjected to hunger, cold, and
sickness that put their small colony in great danger. With the help of the Native
Americans though, they might just be able to survive their first year in this strange
land—and have a November harvest to celebrate for generations!

Bringing In the New Year
From the revered British illustrator, a modern fable for all ages that explores life's
universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings. "What do you
want to be when you grow up?" asked the mole. "Kind," said the boy. Charlie
Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in uncertain times in this beautiful book based on
his famous quartet of characters. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse explores
their unlikely friendship and the poignant, universal lessons they learn together.
Radiant with Mackesy's warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the
Horse blends hand-written narrative with dozens of drawings, including some of his
best-loved illustrations (including "Help," which has been shared over one million
times) and new, never-before-seen material. A modern classic in the vein of The Tao
of Pooh, The Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed keepsake will
be treasured for generations to come.
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The Year of the Dog
Each member of a Chinese family contributes to the celebration of the Mid-Autumn
Moon Festival. Includes author's note explaining this festival's customs and
traditions.

Celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival
A child describes the various little dishes of dim sum that she and her family enjoy
on a visit to a restaurant in Chinatown, in a story that includes a simple explanation
and history of Chinese dim sum at the end. By the creator of Ugly Vegetables.

Moon People 2
It's the Chinese Year of the Dog, and as Pacy celebrates with her family, she finds
out that this is the year she is supposed to "find herself." Universal themes of
friendship, family, and finding one's passion in life make this novel appealing to
readers of all backgrounds. This funny and profound book is a wonderful debut novel
by a prolific picture book author and illustrator and has all the makings of a classic.

Moon Messenger
A sweet story that highlights a family's bond, even when they're far apart. In China,
the Mid-Autumn festival is a time to celebrate and reunite with family. However,
Maomao's father is away on a business trip this year, and won't be able to enjoy the
holiday with his wife and son. Hoping they can celebrate under the same bright moon
despite the distance between them, Maomao asks the moon to deliver a postcard to
his father; the moon smiles and promises to deliver the message safely. The moon
sets off immediately, using the stars in the sky as her guide. During her journey, the
moon makes many friends: swimming alongside the fish, chasing clouds and planes,
playing hide-and-seek with a little girl. Finally, she delivers the postcard to Maomao's
father and, at last, they are all celebrating under the same moon. Upcoming MidAutumn Festival dates: October 1, 2020 September 21, 2021 September 10, 2022

Moon Festival
Crack, crack, crack! The cookies snap open and the family’s fortunes are revealed.
Mei Mei wants to know how hers will come true. Jie Jie scoffs—they never come true.
But Pacy isn’t so sure. As she waits and watches, she notices magical things
happening in her family. Could the fortunes really be right? And what about Pacy’s
fortune: “You will see the world in a new way”? Well, yes, it’s true! Pacy has been
seeing the world through fortune cookies! This exhuberantly illustrated story about
every kid’s favorite part of a Chinese meal also includes a brief history of the fortune
cookie. What will your fortune be? Crack! Open up a cookie and find out.

Dumpling Days
This simple, young, and satisfying story follows a Chinese American family as they
celebrate the Mid-Autumn Moon Festival. Each member of the family lends a hand as
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they prepare a moonlit picnic with mooncakes, pomelos, cups of tea, and colorful
lanterns. And everyone sends thanks and a secret wish up to the moon. Grace Lin’s
luminous and gloriously patterned artwork is perfect for this holiday tale. Her story
is simple—tailor-made for reading aloud to young children. And she includes an
informative author’s note with further details on the customs and traditions of the
Moon Festival for parents and teachers. The Moon Festival is one of the most
important holidays of the year along with the Lunar New Year, so this book makes an
excellent companion to Grace Lin’s Bringing In the New Year, which features the
same family.

Starry River of the Sky
This is an enhanced ebook with a read-along function. Mooncakes is the lyrical story
of a young girl who shares the special celebration of the Chinese Moon Festival with
her parents. As they eat mooncakes, drink tea and watch the night sky together,
Mama and Baba tell ancient tales of a magical tree that can never be cut down, the
Jade Rabbit who came to live on the moon and one brave woman's journey to eternal
life. With a gentle focus on the importance of family, Mooncakes is both a perfect
book for parent and child to read together, and an ideal choice for schools and
libraries.

Mooncakes Read-Along
A fresh new look for this modern classic by the Newbery-Award winning and
bestselling author of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon Pacy is back! The beloved
heroine of The Year of the Dog and The Year of the Rat has returned in a brand new
story. This summer, Pacy's family is going to Taiwan for an entire month to visit
family and prepare for their grandmother's 60th birthday celebration. Pacy's parents
have signed her up for a Chinese painting class, and at first she's excited. This is a
new way to explore her art talent! But everything about the trip is harder than she
thought it would be--she looks like everyone else but can't speak the language, she
has trouble following the art teacher's instructions, and it's difficult to make friends in
her class. At least the dumplings are delicious As the month passes by, Pacy eats
chicken feet (by accident!), gets blessed by a fortune teller, searches for her true
identity, and grows closer to those who matter most.

Fall Mixed Up
The companion to the Newbery Honor winner Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
and the National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver The moon is
missing from the remote Village of Clear Sky, but only a young boy named Rendi
seems to notice! Rendi has run away from home and is now working as a chore boy
at the village inn. He can't help but notice the village's peculiar inhabitants and their
problems-where has the innkeeper's son gone? Why are Master Chao and Widow Yan
always arguing? What is the crying sound Rendi keeps hearing? And how can crazy,
old Mr. Shan not know if his pet is a toad or a rabbit? But one day, a mysterious lady
arrives at the Inn with the gift of storytelling, and slowly transforms the villagers and
Rendi himself. As she tells more stories and the days pass in the Village of Clear
Sky, Rendi begins to realize that perhaps it is his own story that holds the answers to
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all those questions. Newbery Honor author Grace Lin brings readers another
enthralling fantasy featuring her marvelous full-color illustrations. Starry River of the
Sky is filled with Chinese folklore, fascinating characters, and exciting new
adventures.

The Year of the Rat
Presents background information, related tales, and activities for celebrating five
Chinese festivals--Chinese New Year, the Lantern Festival, Qing Ming, the Dragon
Boat Festival, and the Moon Festival.

Too Many Turkeys
A fresh new look for this modern classic by the Newbery-Award winning and
bestselling author of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon In this sequel to Year of
the Dog, Pacy has another big year in store for her. The Year of the Dog was a very
lucky year: she met her best friend Melody and discovered her true talents.
However, the Year of the Rat brings big changes: Pacy must deal with Melody moving
to California, find the courage to forge on with her dream of becoming a writer and
illustrator, and learn to face some of her own flaws. Pacy encounters prejudice,
struggles with acceptance, and must find the beauty in change. Based on the author's
childhood adventures, Year of the Rat, features the whimsical black and white
illustrations and the hilarious and touching anecdotes that helped Year of the Dog
earn rave reviews and satisfied readers.

The Thanksgiving Story
Baby and his family make some jazzy music.

Thank You for Arguing
A Native American Thanksgiving address, offered to Mother Earth in gratitude for
her bounty and for the variety of her creatures.

Thanking the Moon
When his mother sends him to the market to buy necessities for the upcoming
festival, Lin Yi is certain his bargaining skills will get him the best prices and he will
have money left over for his coveted red rabbit lantern.

The Autumn Equinox
A unique blend of traditional folklore and contemporary customs brings the Chinese
Mid-Autumn Festival to life. Two sisters and their grandmother celebrate a popular
Chinese holiday with family. Their favorite part? Mooncakes, of course--along with
Ah-ma's story of the ancient Chinese tale of Hou Yi, a brave young archer, and his
wife, Chang'E. A long, long time ago, Hou Yi rescued the earth from the heat of ten
suns. The Immortals rewarded him with a magic potion that could let him live in the
sky with them forever. But when a thief tries to steal the potion, what will Chang'E do
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to keep it out of dangerous hands? The sisters are mesmerized by Ah-ma's retelling
and the fact that the very mooncakes they enjoy each holiday are a symbol of this
legend's bravest soul.

Ankle Soup
This beautifully illustrated story reminds everyone that Thanksgiving is about
opening one’s heart in welcome to the strangers who become friends and the
disappointments that bring unexpected joys.

The Pilgrims' First Thanksgiving
Moon People 2 This story is about the space Adventures of 1st Science Officer
Captain David Braymer and his transition from the Lunar Base 1 base station to his
new home the Powleens traded them called the Aurora,a spaceship that looks like a
Moon also known as "Goddess of The Dawn" it is 10 kilometers in diameter and with
light speed capability. It's the size of a small city.It has everything a small city would
have like two hospitals and restaurants and shopping malls all over the ship. Captain
Braymer also has a romantic attachment to a young lady by the name of Lieutenant
Heather Courtney who is an Officers Aid.They have a few out of the ordinary
experiences that they do not forget any time soon. And our new friends the Powleens
have advanced us centuries ahead of our time. They also traded us for five of their
newest ships in their space fleet all with light speed capability with all of their
weapons in tacked. They traded us for all kinds of their gadgetr s and even some of
their food. That's what they do go all over the Galaxy looking for friends and ultimate
knowledge and trade with everyone they can find.Commander Braymer also has a
mission to do a genesis on Mars that turns out surprisingly good with a few added
benefits. One of the benefits was discovering a lot of Martian people and animals in a
Noah ark kind of setup that has been frozen for over 100,000 years in life support
chambers. They were all brought back to life again. There were many discoveries'
not to mention all of the futuristic weapons they find with aircraft all superior to
anything at present by anyone. And nobody expected the Martians to have special
mental powers like telekinetic and telekinesis and all sorts of mental telepathy
powers like mind transference and the power to levitate in the air. Well everything
was going pretty smooth until Galactic war breaks out all over the universe and the
final Battle happens in our solar system. It was Earth with the Powleen people and
also the Martians against the snake looking people called the Arcons and their friends
the Thracians who resemble dog like people with sharp claws. There were crashed
ships all over our planets and their moons in our solar system. It was the Battle of all
Battles. It decided the control of our Galaxy. If you think all of this sounds good wait
till you read the book, its action packed from start to finish. I know you will enjoy
Moon People Trilogy. It's some of my best work. And don't worry some day you just
might see something that resembles "Moon People 3"coming to your local Book store
near you. Thank you and God Bless. Dale M.Courtney Author

The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic
beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE
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1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier.
Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her
parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is
her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The
10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including marked-up
manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing notebook.

Jasper's Story
After a little lost turkey wanders onto Belle and Fred's farm, Belle's garden becomes
the most beautiful one in the neighborhood. Everyone wants to know her secret, but
Belle won't tell. Then, while she is out of town, another turkey comes to roost on the
farmand then anotherand anotheruntil the whole farm is overrun! Fred is at his wit's
end when his neighbors offer to help- if he'll share Belle's secret. Will Fred tell, or
will Belle's garden be ruined?

Fortune Cookie Fortunes
In these charming volumes, Little Mei asks her grandfather about each of the four
different Chinese celebrations represented. He tells her the stories of Nian and the
monster Xi (Chinese New Year); Qu Yuan, a patriotic poet who loved his kingdom
(Dragon Boat Festival); the Jade Emperor of Heaven who ordered the earth to be
destroyed by fire (Lantern Festival); and Hou Yi who shot down the suns (MidAutumn Festival). In Celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival Little Mei wants to know
why her family members have all come together this evening. Grandpa tells her the
story of Hou Yi who shot down the suns and his wife, Chang'e, who floats to the
moon. Includes a quick recipe for moon cakes.

Giving Thanks
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters
plaguing humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling
series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a
man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have
made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer:
his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that ravage the land and
attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything
fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story
collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And look out
for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
October 2020!

Jazz Baby
In autumn, daylight begins to decrease, the weather grows colder, and the harvest
begins to wither. Just as Americans today celebrate Thanksgiving, peoples of many
cultures brighten this season of increasing darkness with festivals to give thanks for
the harvest bounty that will sustain them through the long winter to come. THE
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AUTUMN EQUINOX offers some fascinating descriptions of how peoples of the past
celebrated the harvest season. Features include a Native American harvest tale, and
some hands-on activities, among them instructions for making Chinese Moon Cakes,
an African Harvest Drum, and a model of a Jewish Sukkah.

Ling & Ting
Ages 4 to 9 years. This is a picture book about a French Bulldog named Carlos who
finds himself in the middle of Grand Central Terminal on Thanksgiving morning.
"Ankle Soup" is in a New York state of mind as the people of the world pass Carlos
on their way to their holiday destinations.

Thanking the Moon: Celebrating the Mid-Autumn Moon Festival
A companion to the Caldecott Honor book A Big Mooncake for Little Star! A
heartwarming and tender picture book introducing readers to their first snow, from
award-winning, bestselling author-illustrator Grace Lin. When it was quiet, Little
Snow grinned and then jumped, jumped, jumped! Little Snow loves the new big, soft
bed Mommy made him for the long, cold winter nights. But Mommy says this bed is
for sleeping, not jumping! What happens when he can't resist jump, jump, jumping on
his new fluffy, bouncy bed? Bestselling and award-winning author Grace Lin artfully
introduces young readers to their first snow through striking illustrations and
heartwarming moments.

Dragon Boat Festival Wishes
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller This stunning fantasy
inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the
New York Times bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned
to Silver In the valley of Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a
ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings, her father regales her with old
folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the answers to
all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary
journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's
fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and magical creatures along
the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate
answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns
with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A fantasy crossed with
Chinese folklore, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story
reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon.
Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany the text throughout. Once
again, she has created a charming, engaging book for young readers.

Dim Sum for Everyone!
A gorgeous picture book that tells a whimsical origin story of the phases of the moon,
from award-winning, bestselling author-illustrator Grace Lin Pat, pat, pat Little Star's
soft feet tiptoed to the Big Mooncake. Little Star loves the delicious Mooncake that
she bakes with her mama. But she's not supposed to eat any yet! What happens when
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she can't resist a nibble? In this stunning picture book that shines as bright as the
stars in the sky, Newbery Honor author Grace Lin creates a heartwarming original
story that explains phases of the moon.

The Book Thief
Ling and Ting are twins. They have the same brown eyes. They have the same pink
cheeks. They have the same happy smiles. Ling and Ting are two adorable identical
twins, and they stick together, whether they are making dumplings, getting their hair
cut, or practicing magic tricks. But looks are deceiving--people can be very different,
even if they look exactly the same.

A Big Mooncake for Little Star
Captures the joy and excitement of the ancient Chinese Moon Festival and all its
traditions as one young girl celebrates the happy event with her friends while
sending a special wish to the goddess, Chang O, to reunite her with her long-lost
parents. Reprint.

Moonbeams, Dumplings & Dragon Boats
Thank You for Arguing is your master class in the art of persuasion, taught by
professors ranging from Bart Simpson to Winston Churchill. The time-tested secrets
the book discloses include Cicero’s three-step strategy for moving an audience to
action as well as Honest Abe’s Shameless Trick of lowering an audience’s
expectations by pretending to be unpolished. But it’s also replete with contemporary
techniques such as politicians’ use of “code” language to appeal to specific groups
and an eye-opening assortment of popular-culture dodges, including: The Eddie
Haskell Ploy Eminem’s Rules of Decorum The Belushi Paradigm Stalin’s Timing
Secret The Yoda Technique Whether you’re an inveterate lover of language books or
just want to win a lot more anger-free arguments on the page, at the podium, or over
a beer, Thank You for Arguing is for you. Written by one of today’s most popular
online language mavens, it’s warm, witty, erudite, and truly enlightening. It not only
teaches you how to recognize a paralipsis and a chiasmus when you hear them, but
also how to wield such handy and persuasive weapons the next time you really,
really want to get your own way. From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Big Bed for Little Snow
This exuberant story follows a Chinese American family as they prepare for the
Lunar New Year. Each member of the family lends a hand as they sweep out the dust
of the old year, hang decorations, and make dumplings. Then it’s time to put on new
clothes and celebrate with family and friends. There will be fireworks and lion
dancers, shining lanterns, and a great, long dragon parade to help bring in the Lunar
New Year. And the dragon parade in our book is extra long–on a surprise fold-out
page at the end of the story. Grace Lin’s artwork is a bright and gloriously patterned
celebration in itself! And her story is tailor-made for reading aloud.

The Thanksgiving Door
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The family from Dim Sum for Everyone! is back for a new outing– building and flying
their own kite! The wind is blowing. It is a good day for kites! The whole family
makes a trip to the local craft store for paper, glue, and paint. Everyone has a job: MaMa joins sticks together. Ba-Ba glues paper. Mei-Mei cuts whiskers while Jie-Jie
paints a laughing mouth. Dragon eyes are added and then everyone attaches the final
touch . . . a noisemaker! Now their dragon kite is ready to fly. Kite Flying celebrates
the Chinese tradition of kite making and kite flying and lovingly depicts a family
bonded by this ancient and modern pleasure.

Lin Yi's Lantern
Ada has three names. Wang Bin is what the caregivers called her at her Chinese
orphanage. Ada is the name her American parents gave her. And there is a third
name, a name the infant Ada only heard whispered by her Chinese mother.

Kite Flying
For years Jasper, a moon bear, lived a miserable existence, held captive in a cage by
bear farmers in rural China. The farmers extracted the bile from Jasper's body and
sold it to be used in traditional medicines. It's a horrific practice and conducted on
thousands of moon bears each year. But now Jasper has the chance to be free and
live a life away from pain and torture. In 2000, Animals Asia, an animal welfare
organization, rescued Jasper and other captive moon bears, taking them to its Moon
Bear Rescue Centre. Here veterinarians attended to the bears' wounds, hoping to
give them some chance of a peaceful existence in the animal sanctuary. But after so
many years of abuse Jasper's wounds, both physical and mental, are extensive. Can
Jasper mend his body and mind and finally enjoy the life he was meant to live?

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Meet a genuine American folk hero cut from the homespun cloth of America's
heartland: Sam Walton, who parlayed a single dime store in a hardscrabble cotton
town into Wal-Mart, the largest retailer in the world. The undisputed merchant king
of the late twentieth century, Sam never lost the common touch. Here, finally,
inimitable words. Genuinely modest, but always sure if his ambitions and
achievements. Sam shares his thinking in a candid, straight-from-the-shoulder style.
In a story rich with anecdotes and the "rules of the road" of both Main Street and
Wall Street, Sam Walton chronicles the inspiration, heart, and optimism that propelled
him to lasso the American Dream.

The Shadow in the Moon
Fall is all mixed up in this silly book from Bob Raczka! Can you find his mistakes in
the words and pictures?

The Last Wish
Nai-nai tells her granddaughters the story of her outing, as a seven-year-old girl in
China, to see the Moon Lady and be granted a secret wish. Suggested level: primary.
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The Moon Lady
Join this year's Dragon Boat Festival celebration on June 25, 2020! Our family is
excited, especially Baba. He has been training for today all year. It is the Dragon
Boat Festival. In this beautifully illustrated book, children aged 2 to 6 will follow Ying
and Han as their family prepares for and celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival. They
will also enjoy reading the story behind this important Chinese celebration. More
interesting facts and questions for discussion are included at the back of the book.
Written in English and Chinese, Dragon Boat Festival Wishes is perfect as an early
reader or to read aloud.
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